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Nintendo LEGO City Undercover: The Chase Begins 3DS Standard
English Nintendo 3DS

Brand : Nintendo Product code: 2233746

Product name : LEGO City Undercover: The Chase Begins
3DS

LEGO City Undercover: The Chase Begins, 3DS

Nintendo LEGO City Undercover: The Chase Begins 3DS Standard English Nintendo 3DS:

Prove your worth and clean up LEGO® City as Chase McCain!
Step into the shoes of Chase McCain as he arrives in the up-and-coming LEGO® City, earning his keep as
a rookie officer. This prequel to LEGO® City Undercover on Wii U reveals the origin story of Chase
McCain, one of the city's most celebrated crime fighters.

Drive fast, go undercover, and make the arrest! Use disguises to gain special abilities, and engage in
hand-to-hand combat with the underground criminal element. Drive dozens of vehicles around the city
to tackle missions and explore the massive LEGO® City.

Help Chase McCain become a LEGO® City legend in this action packed crime-busting adventure, a
completely new story in the popular LEGO® franchise—only on Nintendo 3DS.
Nintendo LEGO City Undercover: The Chase Begins 3DS. Game edition: Standard, Platform: Nintendo
3DS, ESRB rating: E10+ (Everyone 10+), PEGI rating: 7, Release date (DD/MM/YYYY): 21/04/2013

Features

Game edition * Standard
Language version * English
Platform * Nintendo 3DS
Game genre * Action
Release date (DD/MM/YYYY) * 21/04/2013

Features

ESRB rating * E10+ (Everyone 10+)
PEGI rating * 7
Multiplayer mode
Maximum number of players 1
Publisher Nintendo
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